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hose who remember our Education Supplement
in Resolution V12.4 will recall an interesting
higher audio education complex in the South
of Sweden called Stage4you. It explained how
the ‘school’ had grown from the core of MD Maxe
Axelsson’s Pama recording studio, which he started in
1988 in his nearby home town of Kristianopel. Maxe
has been talking about redoing his original Pama 3
studio, based in a ‘missionskyrka’ mission church, for
some years and it has finally come to pass.
Pama 3 Studio was actually the second studio Maxe
and his colleagues built and was opened in 1991 — it all
started in 1988 with a small studio in a barn. It enjoyed
a lot of success but has now been totally rebuilt after 23
years of action. ‘The first studio we had was torn down,
so we needed to find another place,’ remembers Maxe. ‘I was walking in the
small village of Kristianopel — my home town — and passed this church which
I thought would be a cool place to build a studio. I was only 21 and I didn’t have
any big finance behind me, but I had a lot of will so I walked into the owners
and asked them if I could rent the place. This was 1990 and it was not common
to have a music studio in small places like Kristianopel, so the owners visited my
other studio to understand what I worked with and what we did. I told them that
we didn’t have much of a budget and the owner asked me if I could pay 500SEK
per month (approximately €50 in 1990). I said OK, let’s do it!’
Maxe says that the studio will continure to be used to produce music and
for writing sessions, as they have a good network of contacts around the world
after 25 years in the business. But the rebuild has given them the opportunity to
rethink the way it is equipped and to keep more options open as it is also involved
in TV/film projects. ‘So we needed to build a platform that could handle great
workflow for both sides,’ he explains. ‘The studio is based around an old Neve V3
in a custom assembly with an Avid S6. The Neve modules and mix cards were
specially designed by Neil McCombie and CML Audio. The analogue side is used
mostly for tracking together with a lot of other cool Neve stuff — 1084, 1081
and so on — for the classic sounds.
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Pama 3 Studio
An interesting studio has been completely rebuilt in Kristianopel
on the beautiful Southern Swedish coast and now includes a custom
hybrid analogue-digital centre piece and Genelec DSP main monitors
that haven’t even been released yet. ZENON SCHOEPE
‘Then we have a full series of the Focusrite RedNet boxes integrated with our
Pro Tools platform for a more modern transparent sound. The S6 gives us the
freedom to work with a lot projects at the same time — this was the idea from the
beginning to give the clients the classic stuff that all of us as producers love but
at the same time to have a modern workflow for TV/film and music productions,’
says Maxe. ‘Before we decided to go for the S6 we looked at a lot of different
consoles, but in the end we felt that the whole automation part with the S6 and
the new design and overview made it the perfect console for us to integrate with
all the old classics parts.’
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Acoustics and design for the project was handled by Claes Olsson of Eora.
Pama has its own building construction division — Pama Studio Consulting —
under the mother ‘Pama Music Group’ who handled the construction. ‘We had
not worked with Claes before,’ explains Maxe. ‘We described the kind of room
we had in mind and also told Claes what kind of productions we work on. We
had a good feeling that he understood what we were looking for. Claes was open
to discuss the acoustics during the build — it was not just a drawing on paper.
He made several follow-ups during the build, to see what was happening with
the room and we measured and tested the control room three times before it was
finalised.’ Maxe says that this allowed them to follow carefully the progress of
the room ‘under’ the building process.
‘We decided early on what speakers we wanted for the main monitors, we
love the new 12 series from Genelec — great DSP to optimise the speakers for the
room — so the room was designed from day one for the Genelec 1234.’
The organisation has used a lot of the smaller 8200 series models and liked
the way you can calibrate and optimise the speakers to the room, so when
they heard that Genelec had a new series of the classic 1034 in the works they
ordered them immediately. ‘The new 1238 would be good enough for the room
but producers like to crank the volume so we knew the 1234 would be a great
choice, and after all is done we are very happy and a lot of clients from all sides
of the world are very satisfied with the room and the speakers. Some mastering
guys are considering installing the 1234 in their rooms; it’s a great speaker, we
love them.’
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Claes met Maxe many years ago at Swedish Television when
he was thinking about buying a used SSL. For the Pama 3
project Claes says he started from scratch and planned the walls,
floating floors, control, recording and iso rooms, ventilation,
electricity and the speakers. ‘In other words everything,’ he says.
‘When I construct a control room, I think it should not need any
EQing of the speakers and if it must be calibrated then it will be
because the engineers want more or less bass, mid or treble.’
Claes says that he’s comfortable working the Genelec DSP and
says he has built six controls rooms with the monitors. ‘The first
measurement showed no room modes found and the frequency
was almost straight within 5dB,’ says Claes about the Pama 3 control room. ‘The
single most important link in the perfect sound chain is also the least understood
and most neglected and that’s the listening room itself,’ he adds.
The studio is operated by Pama staff within the ‘Pama Studios Division’. As
already mentioned, owner Maxe is also involved with the Stage4you Academy,
which among other things is the only place in Sweden that delivers Avid certified
courses to the highest level. The maintenance of the Avid products will be ‘in
house’ while the analogue gear will be looked after by the Studiomusikservice
department in Torsås. The Neve desks are maintenance by Neil McCombie.
Maxe’s new ‘old’ studio is a good example of how attitudes and working
methods have moved on in the 23 years since the original studio was put
together. While many values have remained constant a lot of time is now saved
with different and more flexible ways of modern production.
‘The biggest change was to find a great workflow and also to not downgrade
the inspiring gear — the classic gear — that all producers and engineers want
on their music productions,’ says Maxe. ‘But it was also about building a
console that matches new ways of working in the studio — including the
screen and having good ergonomics — so you can spend 10 hours in front of
the desk without a problem.’ n

Contact
PAMA STUDIOS, SWEDEN
Website: www.pamastudios.com
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